
Hyatus Launches Luxurious Corporate
Apartments in Stamford

The Asher

Hyatus has launched new luxury

corporate apartments in Stamford, CT,

aimed at professionals and travelers.

STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT, UNITED

STATES, July 10, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Hyatus, a

distinguished name in the hospitality

industry, proudly announces the

launch of its new corporate

apartments in Stamford. With a legacy

of providing unparalleled comfort,

luxury, and convenience, Hyatus is set

to redefine corporate living for

professionals and discerning travelers in the heart of Stamford - The Asher.

Hyatus: A Tradition of Excellence in Hospitality

Launch of our corporate

apartments in Stamford is

aimed at setting new

standards in corporate living

and to continue our

tradition of excellence in

hospitality providing

unmatched living

experience.”

Amal Rohail, Director

Marketing

Hyatus has built a reputation for excellence over the years

by catering to the needs of professionals and travelers

seeking a perfect blend of home-like comfort and boutique

luxury. Every Hyatus property is meticulously selected and

designed to offer bespoke furnishings and state-of-the-art

amenities, catering to the modern traveler’s needs. What

sets Hyatus apart is its unwavering dedication to

personalized service, ensuring each guest experiences

more than just a stay—it's an immersive journey into local

culture and community.

A New Standard in Corporate Living

The introduction of corporate apartments in Stamford

marks a significant milestone for Hyatus. These apartments are strategically located in the heart

of Stamford, providing easy access to the city's business hubs, dining, and entertainment

http://www.einpresswire.com


venues. Designed with the contemporary professional in mind, Hyatus' corporate apartments

offer a harmonious blend of functionality and luxury, making them an ideal choice for short-

term and long-term stays.

Unparalleled Amenities and Personalized Service

Guests at Hyatus' corporate apartments can expect an array of top-tier amenities designed to

enhance their stay. Each apartment features high-end furnishings, fully equipped kitchens, and

modern technology to ensure a seamless living experience. Additionally, Hyatus offers a

dedicated local concierge service for every guest, ensuring personalized assistance and insider

access to Stamford's finest attractions and hidden gems.

Commitment to Comfort and Luxury

Hyatus is committed to providing an environment where guests can thrive, whether they are on

a short business trip or an extended stay. The apartments are thoughtfully designed to create a

comfortable and inspiring space, perfect for unwinding after a busy day or hosting informal

meetings. The blend of home-like warmth and boutique hotel luxury makes Hyatus' corporate

apartments a standout choice for professionals seeking the best of both worlds.

Sustainability and Community Integration

In line with its commitment to sustainability, Hyatus has incorporated eco-friendly practices in

the operation of its Stamford apartments. From energy-efficient appliances to sustainable

building materials, every aspect of the apartments has been designed with environmental

responsibility in mind. Moreover, Hyatus actively engages with the local community, supporting

local businesses and initiatives, thereby enriching the overall experience for its guests.

About Hyatus Stays

At Hyatus, we are redefining the travel and accommodation experience. Our unique approach

combines the comfort of home with the luxury of boutique hospitality, creating spaces that are

not just places to stay, but places to thrive. Each property is carefully chosen and designed with

bespoke furnishings and modern amenities, perfect for today’s savvy travelers. What truly sets

Hyatus apart is our dedication to personalized service. Unlike other hospitality options, we offer

each guest a dedicated local concierge. This ensures that every stay is more than just a visit—it’s

a truly immersive experience in the local culture and community. With our commitment to

excellence and personal touch, every Hyatus stay is not just unique but unforgettable.

For more information or to book a stay at Hyatus' corporate apartments in Stamford, please visit

Hyatus.com or contact our customer support team at reservations@hyatus.com

Michael Ort
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